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**UHWO General Education and Focus Requirements**

- Foundations Requirements
- Diversification Requirements
- Focus Requirements

**Foundations Proposal Form Procedures (11/02/15)**

[Word]

- FS Foundations -Example

**Diversification Proposal Form/Procedures (11/02/15)**

[Word]

- DA Diversification -Example
- DB Diversification -Example
- DS Diversification -Example

**Focus Proposal Form Procedures (11/02/15)**

[Word]

- O Focus -Example
- E Focus -Example

**UHWO Curriculum Library**

The UHWO Curriculum Library houses:

- Curriculum Committee forms: to add and modify courses; to add an experimental course; to add and modify programs/concentrations/certificates.
- Curriculum course forms: Course additions, modifications; also course outline/syllabi, grading criteria, etc.
- Curriculum program forms: Authorization to Plan, Program/Concentration additions and modifications.
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